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In the summer of 1676 Virginia stood on the brink of civil war. A faction of colonists under Nathaniel Bacon challenged the legitimacy of the government under Sir William Berkeley, moving rapidly from scattered demonstrations of discontent to armed insurrection. The rebels’ “manifesto,” issued in July, spelled out the reasons for opposing the government, including political favoritism, unjust restrictions on economic opportunities, and endemic corruption. It also, to a surprising extent for a document concerned so directly with political in-fighting, addressed the problem posed by Native American subjects in an English colony. It bluntly declared Virginia’s Indians to be “enemies to the King and Country, Robbers and Theeves and Invaders of his Majesties Right and our Interest and Estates.” But the problem was not so much their actions as their existence within the political structure of the colony. Since the English could not physically distinguish one group of Indians from another, “Their Persons being difficulty distinguished or known,” it was impossible for any state authority to effectively regulate Native American nations or punish violations of the law. The Indians’ status as subjects with the same rights and protections afforded to the English allowed them to wage a covert war, taking on the appearance of foreign Indians so that they could pretend loyalty while murdering English settlers. The rebel solution was simple: Indians must be excluded from the body politic because they were “wholly unqualifyed for the benefitt and Protection of the law.” The manifesto made it clear that the populist insurgency against the government was, at its root, because of that government’s insupportable commitment to its Indian subjects.¹

The scholarship on Bacon’s Rebellion has never fully addressed the implications of this constitutional argument. Most historians treat the rebellion from start to finish as a contest between rival factions of Englishmen, with the rebellion’s causes and consequences confined to Virginia’s internal political, social, and economic circumstances. Even Edmund Morgan’s interpretation in his influential synthesis, *American Slavery, American Freedom*, considers the role of Native Americans to be ancillary to the conflict between oppressed servants and freemen, on the one hand, and planter oligarchs on the other. They were significant, according to Morgan, mostly as a point of transference: Nathaniel Bacon attempted to defuse simmering class tensions by displacing settlers’ frustration with the oligarchs through the venting of racial hatred on vulnerable Native Americans. The “crusade against Indians” escalated into rebellion only when the Jamestown government rejected the populist logic of racial exclusion. In this paper I will argue, in contrast, that rebel antagonism toward Indians and their challenge to the government were part of a structural relationship, and that the challenge to one necessitated a challenge to the other.

---


The place of the legal argument about Indian subjects in this structure is difficult to identify, in large part because the historiography of Indian subjecthood is almost non-existent. Historians of the U.S., dealing with federal law and the Supreme Court cases of the “Marshall Trilogy” (*Johnson v. M’Intosh* [1823], *Cherokee Nation v. Georgia* [1831], and *Worcester v. Georgia* [1832]), have a more developed literature on the question of Native American citizenship. But these arguments about Indian citizenship in the nation-state have not been connected to their antecedents about subjecthood in the composite kingdoms of the earlier British and English empires. Gregory Dowd, one of the few historians to have addressed this topic, focused his attention on Pontiac’s War (1763-1765) which provoked a political crisis over the question of whether Indians were subjects in the British empire. Imperial attempts to include Native Americans within the imperial structure caused a surge of discontent among American colonists, whose opposition to the Proclamation Line of 1763 helped to spark the imperial crisis and the American Revolution. Significantly, settlers during this conflict made the same legal argument that appeared almost a century earlier in Bacon’s manifesto. The Paxton Boys, who

---


massacred a group of Conestoga Indians under the protection of the Pennsylvania government, insisted that Indians were inherently enemies of the empire and thus could never subjects of the king. They led an armed riot from the western backcountry to Philadelphia, threatening insurrection unless the government recognized the justice of their case. Though the permanent shift toward the official rejection of Native American subjecthood occurred only after the British empire was replaced by the American state, the early manifestation of that argument during Bacon’s Rebellion sheds important light on its origins.

The link between populist revolt and Indian exclusion relies on understanding the structure of the colonial state. In his dissertation on state formation in early Pennsylvania, Patrick Spero describes the colonial state as a negotiated structure that incorporated both formal institutions and the informal politics of frontier settlers, whose “negotiations” ranged from peaceful petitioning to rioting and rebellion. Like the conceptual “negotiated empires” that stress the lack of a strong coercive core and the power of far-flung peripheries, colonial states were characterized by a constant tug of war between the imperatives of the colonial government and the necessity for that government to respond to the desires of its marginal subjects in order to function. According to Spero, the negotiated structure of the colonial state allowed frontier settlers—those most vulnerable to Indian attack in a time of war—to demand a “militarized state that took a more hostile position toward Native peoples, a collective group that these settlers

---

placed explicitly outside of the protections of the colonial state because they deemed all Indians an inherent and singular threat.”

This paper uses Spero’s work on the colonial state to understand why populist revolt during Bacon’s Rebellion was tied so closely to the question of Native American’s constitutional status. Virginia settlers justified their uprising on the grounds that their rights as English subjects were being unlawfully abrogated by the Jamestown government. Above all, they cited the government’s failure to protect them from Native American attacks. They framed this claim by contrasting their political status as English subjects with that of Native Americans, whose incorporation into the body politic inherently violated their rights because it placed them in danger. Thus, English subjects’ desires for protection negated Native American claims to an equivalent status—and the only legitimate colonial was a government that recognized this zero-sum relationship. This constitutional argument played out not in the halls of power in the imperial metropole but on the battlefields of the colonial marchlands, and the argument was articulated not by legal theorists but by servants and freemen engaging in the performative language of rebellion. In this way, constitutional issues of the highest importance were decided outside the arena of jurists and lawyers, in the tumultuous negotiations of politics in the colonial state.

This paper also seeks to enrich Spero’s conceptual framework by analyzing the roots of popular politics in emotional experience. Whether justifying their defiance of the colonial government or articulating constitutional arguments about Native American subjecthood, rebels relied on the emotionally charged languages of fear and suffering. These discourses of emotion were not simply rhetorical weapons in political battles, but the elemental components of individual experience during frontier warfare. Emotions not only organized perception, but were
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also shaped by the political culture of early modern England and its exaltation of the patriarchal household. In this paper I argue that the negotiated structure of the colonial state was more than the intersection of institutions in the core and settlers on the periphery: it was also an intersection between the public world of colonial policy and the private world of the domestic household. The intensely personal experience of terror was thus productive of the politics of constitutional debate.\(^9\)

On the eve of Bacon’s Rebellion, Native American subjects occupied an ambiguous place within the colonial order. England had claimed sovereignty over vast swaths of North America by the right of discovery, an early modern doctrine under the general set of propositions known as the law of nations. But this asserted sovereignty over North America resulted in contradictory imperatives in the process of colonization. On the one hand, English colonizers attempted to bring Native American nations into the national fold as subjects of the crown, as Christopher Newport did when he “crowned” Wahunsonacock, paramount chieftain of the Powhatans, as a vassal to King James I.\(^10\) These markers of political subjection were accompanied, in theory if seldom in practice, with a commitment to assimilate Native Americans into English culture and

---


society. On the other hand, as Lauren Benton points out, the purported subjection of Native Americans was also a convenient justification for brutal warfare when the king’s Indian subjects “rebelled” against colonial authority.12

Indian resistance to English attempts to enforce their subjection led to three Anglo-Powhatan Wars (1609-1646) that devastated both the fledgling colony and the Powhatan chiefdom. But these wars were not rejections of Native Americans subjecthood. On the contrary, they were fought in the name of reducing Native Americans to subjection—that is, using military force to make them recognize their status as subjects under crown authority.13 The third Anglo-Powhatan War smashed the power of the chiefdom and ensured that it would never again pose a military threat to the colony. It also cemented the Powhatans’ status as English subjects.

According to the terms of the 1646 peace treaty, the Powhatan chief Necotowance did “acknowledge to hold his kingdome from the King’s Majestie of England.” Significantly, it also bound the the Virginian government to “protect him or them [the Powhatans] against any rebells or enemies whatsoever.”14 However, the treaty did not make these Indian subjects equal to their English counterparts. The treaty required them to live on reserved land, restricted their movements, and forced them to pay an annual tribute.15

---

14 William Waller Hening, ed., *The Statutes at Large: Being a Collection of All the Laws of Virginia, from the First Session of the Legislature, in the Year 1619* (Richmond, 1809), 1: 323.
While the 1646 treaty marked an unequivocal defeat for the Powhatans and ended the era of their independence, it also inaugurated a new period in which Powhatans were valuable members of colonial society. The restrictions on their movements gradually eased, and within a few years they were interacting with English settlers on a daily basis. Indian men worked as wolf-hunters and wilderness scouts, farm laborers and fishermen; women found employment as domestic servants or sold goods like baskets, pottery, and tobacco pipes. Despite continual tensions over land, contact was extensive enough that Indians and English lived and worked side by side, occasionally even intermarrying.16 On a more strategic level, they contributed to the colony’s military strength and served as buffers against potentially hostile nations further into the continental interior. The Virginian governor, Sir William Berkeley, recognized the contributions of Indian subjects to the economy and security of the colony, and he cultivated positive relations with Virginia’s subject nations by preventing colonists from encroaching on reserved lands.17

Berkeley and his circle of political allies, the oligarchs known as the “Green Spring faction” after Berkeley’s plantation, cultivated similarly positive relationships with foreign Indians, with fateful consequences in 1676. English planters tapped into existing Indian trade networks and accelerated the development of regional exchange, especially in beaver furs and deer skins. Colonial demands for labor, in an era where Virginia had virtually no access to the African slave trade, led to a small but growing trade in Native American slaves.18 English traders
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provided their Indian partners with guns, vastly increasing their war-making capacity, and in turn those partners raided their Indian neighbors for captives that they sold to the English for more guns. In the long run, this created a spiral of increasing violence that destabilized the whole region and turned the Southeast into a zone of endemic instability that Robbie Ethridge has called a “shatter zone.”¹⁹ In the short run, however, the Native American slave trade was a mutually advantageous and highly profitable partnership that enriched English planters and empowered Indian slavers—especially their primary partners, the Ocaneechis of southeastern Virginia. It also created a fault line that pitted English oligarchs and foreign Indians against freemen on the frontier. Wealthy colonists monopolized access to these lucrative markets, and their militarized Indian partners did not hesitate to turn their English guns against English settlers in times of war.

That is exactly what happened in 1675, when a petty dispute between a Virginia planter and a group of Indians over some pigs led to an escalating series of robberies, fights, murders, raids, and military skirmishes in the borderlands between Virginia and Maryland. By January 1676 the Susquehannock Indians were ravaging the frontier, raiding isolated plantations with virtual impunity. Indian war parties killed as many as three hundred colonists in the span of a month.²⁰ Terrified settlers reported a sense of powerlessness before these withering assaults, especially because they could never predict when or where the Susquehannocks would attack.

Dispersed settlement and the Indians’ stealth left even “the most secure of our habitations” vulnerable to surprise attack, not only on the frontiers but “in the very heart and midst of the country.”

There was more to fear than death alone, for each colonist faced the specter of unimaginable pain. Aside from those killed in the fighting, the Susquehannocks captured their English enemies and tortured them, sometimes for days before allowing them to die. William Sherwood’s account related that the Indians “roast alive… such English prisonrs as they keepe languishing by a lingering death, pulling their nayles off[f], making holes, and sticking feathers in their flsh, some they ripp open, and make run their gutts round trees, with such like barbarous cruelty.” Though wartime rumors often dwell on imagined atrocities committed by the enemy, there is no reason to doubt the veracity of these reports. Like other Iroquoian Indians, Susquehannocks executed captives through ritual torture as a way to express the powerful emotions unleashed by the violence of war. Every Susquehannock man was raised to go into battle expecting that he might have to prove his courage by enduring pain, demonstrating power over his enemies by remaining silent during the ordeal. Those same men were contemptuous of English captives who begged for mercy and screamed in agony while under their knives or in the heat of their fires. In some cases raiders performed these grisly executions within earshot of English settlers—neighbors, friends, or relations of the victim. The horror of which, settlers

22 [William Sherwood], “Virginias Deploured Condition, Or an Impartiall Narrative of the Murders comitted by the Indians there, and of the Sufferings of his Maties Loyall Subiects under the Rebellious outrages of Mr Nathaniell Bacon Junr: to the tenth day of August Anno Dom 1676 (1676),” in *Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society*, vol. 9, 4th ser. (Boston: Massachusetts Historical Society, 1876), 176.
lamented, “makes our harts Ready to bleed to heare.”24 Another observer reported that the Susquehannocks mutilated the bodies of those killed in combat, or who died too quickly under torture to satisfy their rage. Their purpose was to “leave som of there brutish Markes upon there fenceless bodies, that might testifye it could be none but they who had commited the fact.”25 Native Americans marked the dead in the symbolic language of torn flesh and scattered blood, leaving echoes of suffering calculated to inflict the maximum amount of terror among the survivors. The English could hardly have missed the message, and it is not difficult to imagine why traumatized settlers emphasized how difficult it was for them to bury the dead.26

Virginia colonists faced the terrifying prospect that the worst was yet to come. Just six months prior to the first Susquehannock raids, King Philip’s War had broken out in New England. By early 1676 the northern colonies were at war with a coalition of Native Americans led by the Wampanoag sachem Philip, who had banded together most of the Algonquian peoples in New England. At the same time that the Virginian borderlands descended into carnage, horrifying reports of slaughtered militia, mutilated women and children, and burned towns filtered throughout the English Atlantic.27 Spread by mariners sailing from northern ports, the news rippled through Virginia as rumor and hearsay, causing widespread panic. Before long even colonists far from the frontier went “raging and exclaiming against the Indians, expressing the calamity that befell New England.”28 Even levelheaded administrators considered the

25 [Cotton], “History of Bacon’s and Ingram’s Rebellion,” 50.
27 Webb, 1676, 169-244.
28 Berry and Moryson, “True Narrative . . . of the Late Rebellion,” 113; see also “To Thomas Ludwell, 16 February 1675/76,” in Billings, Papers of Sir William Berkeley, 498; Webb, 1676, 200; April Lee Hatfield, Atlantic
coincidence with alarm. In March of 1676 Berkeley wrote to Whitehall that he suspected the Susquehannocks of trying to form their own intertribal coalition—perhaps even an allying with Philip’s Algonquians—to create “a generall Combination of all from New-England hither.”

Fears of Native American confederacies included not just foreign nations, but also Virginia’s subject Indians. Many Virginians questioned the loyalty of the Powhatans and other nations living within the colony’s borders. Even Berkeley, who had worked for decades to maintain friendly relationships with Indians, had his doubts. He wrote that Virginia’s Indians were “giveing us dayly Suspitions,” so that if an attack came he would not be “able to ghuesse where the Storme will fall.” Berkeley’s concern reflected the volatile mixture of fear and suspicion roiling throughout the colony. In private correspondence, he wrote that “the Country was all Armed by a feare and Jelousie that all the Indians were conspired against us.”

Ferocious raids by shadowy enemies along the frontier, rumors of Indian armies massing further in the interior, and paranoid fantasies of Indian enemies within did not just terrify settlers. It left them defenseless on all sides but with no clear enemy to fight.

Both publicly and privately, settlers often described their experience of frontier warfare by highlighting the suffering inflicted on families, a representation that carried immense political weight in Virginia’s patriarchal culture. The ideal of the patriarchal household served as the foundation for social and political order in Virginia, just as it did in England. It was so fundamental to early modern English conceptions of an orderly society that David Underdown
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30 “To Nathaniel Bacon, 14 September 1675,” in Billings, ed., Papers of Sir William Berkeley, 487. Rather than the modern usage as a synonym for envy, the context suggests that “Jelousie” here carries one of the word’s obsolete meanings, such as “anger, wrath, indignation,” “anxiety for the preservation or well-being of something,” or “apprehension of evil.” OED, defs. 1, 3, 5.
has called it “the central axiom on which all else depended.” In theory, the patriarch was husband, father, and householder. He possessed authority over all his dependents and was entitled to their deference and obedience. But it was a reciprocal relationship: patriarchal authority came with a set of obligations, none more fundamental than the patriarch’s responsibility to defend his household from harm. It was almost impossible for English men to fulfill this duty during a guerilla war on the frontier. Native war parties violently demonstrated their ability to fulfill their most basic obligations, and such helplessness was psychologically devastating. For a patriarch in Virginia, failure to provide protection meant a failure of manhood. It was also a metonym for his own experience of terror, which allowed him to communicate crippling fear in a form that was socially acceptable. One group of petitioners wrote that “wee the poore subjects are in dayly dandger of Loosing our lives by the Heathen in soe much that wee are all afraid of goeing about our demesticall affaires.” By highlighting the domestic in their expressions of vulnerability, frontier men expressed their own experience of terror as fear for their families’ safety. Another petition similarly complained of the “violent and deadly fears of danger wee apprehended from the Indian, many of the people having left their plantations and stocks and drawne togeather inwards to secure their wives and children, whose daylye cryes made our lives uncomfortable.” The conflation of intense emotion with the social ideal of the patriarchal defender thus shaped men’s experience of Indian violence on the frontier.

The intersection of patriarchy and terror was the embodied basis of Virginian men’s political subjectivity, and it reshaped their sense of the proper relationship between the colonial
state and its subjects. In addition to their susceptibility to Indian attack, Virginian men faced a threat to their masculine identity in the form of an erosion of their rights as Englishmen. During the 1650s and 1660s they had seen a steady concentration of power in the hands of the Green Spring faction. These oligarchs systematically gathered the political and economic prerogatives of patriarchal power for themselves while restricting the opportunities of potential rivals. Terms of indenture became longer and the labor regime became harsher, making it difficult for servants to attain the status of freemen. Upon fulfilling their contracts, moreover, freemen found that elite planters already owned most of the available land, forcing them to make the hard choice of becoming tenant farmers—servants in all but name—or move to marginal frontier lands that left them exposed to Indian hostility. Moreover, the demographic imbalance between the sexes—three or four men to each woman—made it difficult for poor freemen to marry. Aspiring patriarchs, then, already faced daunting obstacles to setting up a household by 1675, and these restricted opportunities contributed to a rising tide of discontent. Frontier violence only underscored the freeman’s lack of the basic privileges of subjecthood and fueled his resolve to make demands upon the state for the protection it owed to him.

Patriarchy was not only an organizing principle for the household, but also by extension the basis for a properly governed society. Just as the father provided for his family members in return for their obedience, the king, as the nation’s patriarch, cared for the commonwealth but in return demanded the loyalty of his subjects. Virginia colonists therefore expected the king’s local representatives to protect them from their enemies. The men of Charles City County,
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36 Horn, *Adapting to a New World*, 219.
accordingly, framed their appeals for government aid in the discourse of patriarchal obligation. They believed, they wrote, “it our duty incumbent on us both by the laws of God and nature… to take up armes, many of us for the just defence of ourselves, wives and children.” They made it clear that, as the heads of households, they had a duty to protect their helpless dependents. This was an obligation according to the “laws of God and nature” that superceded the laws of men—even the commands of a prince, much less a mere functionary like Berkeley. The petitioners drew attention, moreover, to the failure of the colonial government to fulfill the same duty writ large—to protect the subjects of the commonwealth. This failure was not only a breach of legal obligation, but also an intolerable injustice in any properly ordered society. The fear and suffering of families thus translated the frustrated patriarchal aspirations of English subjects into a populist challenge to the legitimacy of the Jamestown government.

The government’s patriarchal failure was rooted in their commitment to the protection of the colonial state’s Native American subjects. Despite vociferous calls to mobilize an army to battle the invaders and take the fight into Indian country, Berkeley preferred not to unleash the militia. He had every reason to expect that an army in the field would antagonize the Indian nations that he and the other Green Spring men relied on as economic and strategic allies.

Instead, the General Assembly passed a series of defensive provisions that included five hundred
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men garrisoned in a series of strategically-located forts. The laws forbade any military action without express orders from the governor.\textsuperscript{40} In practice, this meant that the most remote settlers had to travel over a hundred miles to inform Berkeley of an Indian assault, then wait while the Governor mobilized his forces and marched a hundred miles back to engage the attackers.\textsuperscript{41} Outraged colonists asserted that this procedure not only failed to defend the country, but in fact “gave the Indians incouragement to persist in their bloody Practice,” and that the Governor’s policy “did att once give the Indyans both Opertunitis, & Encouragement” to slaughter helpless English subjects.\textsuperscript{42}

The “Humble petition of the poore distressed subjects in the upper parts of James River in virginia” illustrated the relationship between patriarchal failure and the populist challenge to the colonial state. As Susan Westbury points out, phrasing petitions in the gendered language of patriarchal failure was “a standard device” for “calling attention to social chaos,” and since English society was predicated on the mutual obligations of the ruler and the ruled, it was also a way of preemptively justifying unlawful actions.\textsuperscript{43} After months of Indian depredations and no concerted response from Berkeley, settlers began to formulate a response that would replace helpless paralysis with action. Their petition requested permission to raise a militia that could meet the Indian threat head on. In order to illustrate the meanings and implication of this petition, it is worth quoting in full:

\begin{quote}
41 “Charles City County Grievances,” 139. See also Berry and Moryson, “True Narrative . . . of the Late Rebellion,” 112.
\end{quote}
To the Right Honorable Sir William Barkly Knight goverour and Captain Generall of
verginia: The Humble petition of the poore distressed subjects in the upper parts of James
River in virginia

Humbly Complain that the Indians hath allready most barberously & Inhumanly
taken & Murdered severall of our bretheren & put them to most cruell torture by burning
of them alive & by cruell torturing of others which makes our harts Ready to bleed to
heare & wee the poore subjects are in dayly dandger of Loosing our lives by the Heathen
in soe much that wee are all afraid of goeing about our demesticall affaires. Wherefore
we Most Humbly request that your gratious Honor would be pleased to grant us a
Committion & to make choice of Commitioned Officers to lead this party now redy to
take armes in defence of our lives and estates which without speedy prevention lie liable
to the Injury of such insulting enimies not that your petitioners desire to make any
disturbance or put the Country to any charge wherefore we Humbly implead your
Honnours speedy answer for we are informed that the Indians dayly approach nearer our
habitations and we your petitioners as in duty bound shall ever pray.44

The petitioners used the emotional discourse of domestic innocence to underscore their desperate
situation, linking the everyday experience of fear and suffering to their mobilization for political
action. They then highlighted the importance of protecting their property, the economic basis of
every patriarchal household. The implication was that the colonial government had failed to live
up to its obligations, which weakened the basis of its legitimate authority. Their request for a
military commission effectively presented the government with a way to recover that authority
by investing the volunteers with the power of the colonial state, a solution that also satisfied the
settlers’ desire to act while staying within the bounds of the law. Nevertheless, the allusion to an
already-mobilized army only barely concealed the threat that they fully intended to march
against the Indians, whether Berkeley granted them the legal authority or not. By presenting this
form of ultimatum, the petitioners assumed the mantle of loyal subjects even as they prepared for
extralegal action.45

44 “Petition from Henrico,” in Billings, Papers of Sir William Berkeley, 497-98.
45 M[athew], “Bacon’s Rebellion,” 21. My analysis of the Henrico petition is based on David Luebke’s
conceptualization of “the petition as performance, as a document that transcends the formal boundary between
gesture and literary artifact,” see David M. Luebke, “How to Become a Loyalist: Petitions, Self-Fashioning, and the
Repression of Unrest (East Frisia, 1725-1727),” Central European History 38, no. 3 (2005): 353-383 (quote p. 367,
Petitions in early 1676 made claims on the colonial state and challenged the existing government by implicating the government’s failure to effectively contain hostile Indians. As the rebellion escalated in the spring and summer of that year, the linkage became more explicit because the rebels became convinced that it was only foreign Indian nations that posed a threat, but also ostensible allies. This connection crystallized at the end of May, when a body of rebel volunteers met with the Ocaneechi Indians. The Ocaneechis were important English allies and partners in the Native American slave trade, but their economic interests lay primarily with Berkeley and the oligarchs, rather than with Bacon and his volunteers. Since Berkeley had by this time declared Bacon’s men to be guilty of treason for mobilizing an illegal army, the Ocaneechis’ loyalties were uncertain at best. The meeting ended in a confused melee and a massacre in which English volunteers slaughtered between fifty and three hundred Ocaneechis.46 Though the precise reasons for this outcome remain murky, it was at least partially because Bacon and his lieutenants believed that the Ocaneechis were conspiring with Berkeley to betray them to the loyalist government.47

After the Ocaneechi massacre, rebels treated all Indians as essentially alike in that they posed a material threat to the security of English colonists. It did not matter whether they were at war with Virginia, like the Susquehannocks, or allied to Virginia, like the Ocaneechis. It did not even matter if they were part of colonial society, like the Powhatan tribes, whose official status was as subjects of the crown. These Indians were, if anything, an even greater threat than foreign nations because their nominal friendship gave them the perfect cover for guerilla attacks. This

46 [Anonymous], “A Discription of the Fight between the English and the Indians, in May 1676,” William and Mary Quarterly 9, no. 1, 1st ser. (July 1900): 1-4; Nathaniel Bacon, “Mr. Bacon’s acct of their troubles in Virginia by ye Indians, June ye 18th, 1676,” William and Mary Quarterly 9, no. 1, 1st ser. (July 1900): 7-8; Philip Ludwell, “Philip Ludwell’s Account,” Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 1, no. 2 (October 1893): 190-82; [Sherwood], “Virginiyas Deploured Condition,” 167-68.
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was the logic behind Bacon’s manifesto: Native Americans’ close proximity and easy access to English settlements, coupled with the impossibility of telling friend from foe, created a danger so extreme that it nullified the Indians’ claim to protections afforded to subjects of the crown. Moreover, the just claims of English subjects to those protections required that the colonial state defend them against Indians. Since all Indians represented an intolerable threat, actual or potential, Indians were by definition outside the body politic. According to Bacon’s argument, the only way that the government could discharge its duty to its English subjects and regain its legitimacy was to declare war on its Indian subjects.

Bacon’s larger populist claims were clearly connected to this argument about Indian subjecthood. He decried Berkeley and the other loyalist oligarchs as “Parasites” and “Grandees” who had formed a “powerfull Cabal” to oppress the people of Virginia. These men were guilty of gross miscarriages of justice, such as levying excessive taxes that enriched private fortunes rather than the public good and using political favoritism to make a mockery of judicial proceedings. But their main article of guilt was preferring the “protected and Darling Indians” over the lives of loyal English subjects. They had unjustly monopolized the trade with Indians, accumulating vast furs in furs and slaves, and in the process providing those Indians with the guns that they turned on English colonists. The “Cabal” had by that “unjust gaine Bartered and sould his Majesty’s Country and the lives of his Loyal Subjects to the Barbarous Heathen.” Sealing the corrupt bargain, the assembly’s defensive military strategy conveniently protected the client Indians enriching Berkeley and his friends at the expense of suffering English subjects. It was precisely because the colonial state extended the umbrella of protection to these Indians that they were capable of planning and executing attacks against English subjects. These denunciations of the elite’s political and economic power were directly tied to the fact that the elite had “protected

48 Bacon, “Proclamations,” 57-58.
favoured and Imboldened the Indians against his Majesty’s most Loyall Subjects.”49 The patriarchal failure of the colonial state to protect English subjects was thus rooted in the government’s definition of Indians as subjects due the full protection of the law.

The centrality of the anti-Indian argument to the rebels’ populist revolt helps to explain why they mounted at least two campaigns against Virginia’s Indians in 1676, devoting considerable amounts of manpower to eradicating defenseless non-combatants even as their conflict with the government escalated into full-scale civil war. Bacon’s growing army of volunteers, coupled with the increasingly popular belief in universal Indian enmity, fueled the transformation from Indian-fearing to Indian-hating. “Soe the common cry and vogue of the Vulgar,” wrote one chronicler, “was away with these distinctions, wee will have warr with all Indians.”50 Toward the end of August, at the same time that he was preparing for a siege of Jamestown, Bacon mounted two invasions of the Great Dragon Swamp where most of Virginia’s Indians had sought refuge. The rebels killed some (the number is unrecorded in any account) and enslaved forty-five; the rest fled further into the interior.51

Most historians treat these attacks as scapegoating actions, in which colonists unable to counter Susquehannock guerilla tactics vented their frustration on more vulnerable targets.52 On the contrary, though, these attacks were critical to the larger rebel project of toppling the colonial government. Bacon demonstrated as much when he paraded his Indian captives in front of the besieged loyalists at Jamestown, lashing them to the ramparts of his earthworks. If Berkeley insisted on defending his “Darling Indians,” then the two would ultimately meet the same fate.53

49 Bacon, “Proclamations,” 57-59. See also PRO CO 1/39, 223, 226.
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The forceful rejection of Indians as subjects was as central to the rebel agenda as the eviction of Berkeley and his oligarchs from the seat of government. The two goals were complementary parts of the rebels’ populist project to reconfigure the shape of patriarchal power.54

The populist conflation of oligarchical government and Indian subjection were so intertwined, in fact, that English settlers continued to make the same arguments well after the defeat of the rebellion in January 1677. Bacon’s death and loyalist victory over his followers’ army did nothing to end Indian hostility, so the underlying rationale for the political exclusion of Indians remained unchanged.55 If anything, it was strengthened by the demobilization of the colony’s only military force willing to take the offensive against Native Americans. Colonists in some areas complained of Virginia’s subject Indians taking advantage of this situation, massing their warriors and preparing to massacre the unprotected English. Others argued that the Indian practice of body painting allowed Virginia’s Indians to pretend loyalty but surreptitiously disguise themselves as enemy warriors to raid nearby plantations. Echoing Bacon’s earlier arguments, they asserted that physical proximity and the “free accease of the Indians amongst us” allowed natives to gain vital knowledge of English defenses and settlers’ habitual movements.56 These treacherous raiders could wash the stain of English blood off their hands as easily as they washed off their war paint. Since colonial authorities would be unable to demonstrate their guilt or hold them to account, such Indians effectively stood outside the law and thus did not deserve the law’s protections. Therefore, some colonists called for “Warr against all Indians in Generall,” including nations in Virginia that conspired to destroy the

54 Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, 139, 160-61.
55 PRO CO 1/39, 194, 197, 201, 203, 217, 223, 226, 238, 243. See also Governor Thomas Notley to [Lord Baltimore?], January 22 1676/77 in CSPC 10: 12; Hening, Statutes, 2: 397-98.
colony from within.⁵⁷ Even in defeat, colonists continued to argue that they deserved the protection of the colonial state, and that claim included protection not only from enemy nations but also from Indians in their midst.

Arguments about Indian policy always carried a double valence, since they were intertwined with the tense political standoff between defeated rebels and victorious loyalists. Former rebels linked their ongoing vulnerability to Indian attack with Berkeley’s punitive loyalist regime, which had confiscated their guns after the defeat of the uprising and thus rendered them incapable of resisting Native American raids.⁵⁸ Some went further and accused the oligarchs who monopolized the Indian trade of enabling Indian violence by continuing to provide them with firearms. One group of colonists, for example, complained, “we have found by wofull experience that diverse covetous persons, to advance themselves by trade with the Indians; have sold very great quantities of powder, shott, & amuniton to them.” These “covetous persons” were the same loyalists who had confiscated weapons from defeated rebels, so that for a time “the Indians have bin therewith better provided then our selves.”⁵⁹ Thus, concluded settlers bitterly, “the people are betrayed to the perfidies of the mercyless Indians.”⁶⁰ Native Americans thus served as proxies in the larger argument about the relationship between English subjects and the colonial state. Their complaint that the government maintained relationships with Native Americans boiled down to a simple logic: the existence of Indian subjects was a betrayal of English subjects by their own government.

Colonial administrators and royal officials resisted the force of this argument, but simmering discontent among the populace made it clear that they would have to respond to their
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demands or else face a new round of insurrection. They offered two interlocking solutions. First, they tried to ease colonists’ concerns about security. The Treaty of Middle Plantation (1677) established a new formal relationship between Virginia and its subject Indians that strictly segregated English and Native American peoples. It prohibited body painting, movement off reserved lands without official permission, communication with foreign Indian nations, and employment by English colonists. It set a minimum distance between Indian and English communities, effectively ending the daily rounds of trade and socialization but also reassuring English colonists that they would not be stalked by enemies as they went about their “demesticall affairs.” Royal agents also concluded an imperial peace with the Susquehannocks through the mediation of the Five Nations Iroquois. Though the terms of the Treaty of Albany (1677) were somewhat ambiguous, and Susquehannocks continued to harass the Virginia borderlands into the 1680s, the immediate effect was to end more than a year of devastating war and restore an uneasy peace to the frontier. By ending the fighting and increasing security measures, the colonial state fulfilled—at least partially—it is obligation to protect its English subjects.

The second solution was a response to populist fury with the Virginia elite over its relationship to foreign Native Americans. The rebel massacre of the Ocaneechis had smashed one side of a cartel that had dominated the Indian trade, weakening their geographical stranglehold and diminishing their ability to act as middlemen between the English and Indian nations further west. Legal reforms enacted in the wake of Bacon’s Rebellion smashed the other side of the cartel by loosening the oligarch’s monopoly and expanding the scope of the Indian

---


slave trade. In 1677 the General Assembly passed a law allowing the enslavement of all current and future Indian captives. Two years later the assembly legalized the open trade of slaves, and by 1682 even Indians who had previously been considered servants became slaves under the law. According to C.S. Everett, these changes “democratized and redirected” the trade toward ambitious and enterprising young men, weakening the power of the oligarchs enough that entrepreneurial Englishmen like William Byrd could aspire to join their ranks. By allowing English colonists to profit from economic connections with Native Americans, they also defused the political potency of the argument for Indian exclusion.

Nevertheless, neither colonial nor imperial officials actually resolved the constitutional problem of Indian subjects in the English empire. What they accomplished was merely a return to the antebellum status quo of constitutional ambiguity. The first article of the Treaty of Middle Plantation stated that “the Respective Indian Kings and Queens doe from henceforth acknowledge to have their immediate Dependency on, and owne all subjection to, the great King of England.” But their “Just Rights” and obligations were distinct from that of any other English subjects: they were required to pay a symbolic tribute of three arrows each year, and their rights were explicitly limited by the remaining twenty articles. Moreover, the government’s ad hoc solutions did nothing to alter the structural relationship between frontier settlers and the colonial state. The ambiguous political status of Native Americans could serve as a fruitful basis for intercultural coexistence (however unequal) as long as there was peace. But future outbreaks of

---

war would bring the same cycles of violence, fear, and anger—not only toward Indians, but toward any government that insisted on protecting them as subjects of a multicultural empire.